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IHTRODUCTIOI AID SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

The Hullian Intervening variables, reactive Inhibi
tion (XR) and conditioned inhibition (SIR) have, like many 
other HulXian intervening variables, generated large amounts 
of research as reported in the psychological literature* 
These views of Hull are presented systematically in two of 
a proposed three-book system* Bull’a original formulation 
of his behavior theory was presented in the Principles of 
Behavior* This book attempted to state the primary behavior 
principles deemed necessary for the deductions needed by a 
natural-science theory of behavior. In 1951 a supplementary 
volume, Essential ft of Behavior* presented these principles 
in revised form* The book 4 Behavior Eva tern was Intended 
to show the application of the principles to the deduction 
of the simpler phenomena characterising the behavior of sim
ple organisms* The third volume of Hull1® proposed three- 
book system, which m s  never written due to Hull’s death, 
was to apply the same principles to the deduction of the 
elementary phenomena of social behavior* In the volumes 
mentioned above Hull presented a complex theory of behavior 
utilising numerous intervening variables two of which were 
reactive Inhibition (IR) and conditioned inhibition (SIR).

The present study will be primarily concerned with the
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discussion relevant to Hull1® conditioned inhibition* Sbes#* 
eerily involved, however, will be considerations pertaining 
to reactive inhibition* this is because SIR, according to 
the Hullian view point, Is generated as a secondary effect 
from the accumulation of IE* The eighth and ninth postulates 
of Hull deal directly with these intervening variables* As 
presented in th* Principles si Bohavlor those postulates road 
as followsi

K)«TOU« S
Whenever a reaction (R) Is evoked In an organ* ism there is created as a result a primary negative drive (B); (a) this has an Innate capacity (IE) to Inhibit the reaction potentiality (SEE) to that re* sponse; (b) the amount of net Inhibition (IR) generated by a sequence of reaction evocations 1® a simple 

linear increasing function of the number of evocations (a); and (c) it is a positively accelerated increas
ing function of the work (W) involved In the execution of the response! (d) reactive inhibition (IR) spontaneously dissipate® as a simple negative growth 
function of time ( V f t}»

F0BTO1ATE 9
Stimuli (S) closely associated with the cessation of a response (R) (a) beeome conditioned to

the inhibition (IR) associated with the evocation of th© response, thereby generating conditioned Inhibition! (b) conditioned inhibitions (SIR) summat© physiologically with reactiv® inhibition (IR) against 
the reaction potentiality to a given response as % positive habit tendencies summate with each other**
According to Hull then, “the effective reaction poten

tial sBr ), 1.©*, that reaction potential which i® actually 
available for the evocation of action (R), I® the reaction

1Glark B, Hull, Principles of Behavior (Hew York* 
Apple ton- Century* Gro ft®, inoV, 19*0) 7 P* 300*
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potential (SEE) less th# total inhibitory potential (IR)*1*̂  
In equation form this would read*

mm . »SEE * SER - IE
where

IR * IR + SIR.
These same equations were elaborated upon and manipulated 
differently In a later publication to arrive at th® same con
clusion* These equations may be presented as follows:

Ik m m  i sir 
How by definition

A  s SEE * IR
Substituting for IK the corresponding value In the preceding
equation one has

sfR m SHI - (S1E i IR)
Since the IE spontaneously dissipates and SIR, being a habit
does not, the rest period permits a partial spontaneous die- 

*slpation of IR* If the rest period were long enough to per
mit all the IE to dissipate, the residue would be SEE and 
pure SIB, leaving

see * a m  - sir*
fhe two postulate® presented in the Principles of 

Behavior (postulates 8 and 9) have been rewritten and re
worded in Hull1 s latest book* they are presented a® one

gI M d .. p. 184,
^Olark L. Hull. Essential* of Behavior (I#w Havent mie University P***&/Ij%n; 7&. .
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postulate broken into several parts and three corollaries, 
They are expressed by Hull in the following manner;

POSTULATE IX, INHIBITORY POTENTIAL
A, Whenever a reaction (R) is evoked from an organism there is left an increment of primary 
negative drive (IE) which inhibits to a degree according to Its magnitude the reaction potential (3ER) to that response,
B, With the passage of time since its form** 
tion, IB spontaneously dissipates approximately ag a simple decay function of the tine (t) 
elapsed *
€U If responses (R) occur in close succession without further reinf orcement* the successive Increment© of inhibition (AIR) to these responses susoaate to attain appreciable amounts of IB, These also summatf with SIR to make up an inhibitory aggregate (IR), I*©.,, IR * IR 1 SIR,
B, When experimental extinction occurs by massed 
practice, the IR present at once after the successive reaction evocations is a positive growth function of th© order of those responses (a),
E. For constant values of superthreshold reaction potential (SER) set up by massed practice, the number of unreinforced responses (n) producible by massed extinction procedure is a linear decreasing function of the magnitude of the work (W) Involved In operating the manlpulanda,
Corollary ix* Conditioned Inhibition
Stimuli and stimulus traces closely associated with the cessation of a given activity, and in th© presence of appreciable IR from that response, become conditioned to this particular non-activity, yielding conditioned inhibition 
(SIR) which will oppose $EB*s involving that response, the amount of ASIR generated being an increasing function of the IR present.
Corollary x. Inhibitory Potential (i'R) as a 

function of Work
For a constant value of n, the inhibitory
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potential (te) generated by th© total massed extinction of reaction potential set up by inaeeed practice begins as a positively aeoel*. 
era ted increasing function of the work (w) involved in operating the manlpulandum, which gradually changes to a negative acceleration at around SO grams, finally becoming symptotlc at around 110 grams*
Corollary xl. Inhibitory fotenti&l (fn) ae afunction of the number of Responses
For a constant value of work {¥} Involved in operating the mnlpulandum, the inhibitory poten- tial (1r ) generated by the total massed ©xtinc** 
tion of reaction potential set up by massed practice is a negatively accelerated Increasing fune- 4 tion of the total number of reactions (n) required*

It should be noted that parts D and % of Postulate IX and 
that corollaries x and xi have no particular significance 
for th© problem primarily Involved in this study nor for the 
understanding of this problem. The author has presented them 
merely for th© sake of presenting in complete form the theo
retical basis on which this thesis research was based.

It is to be noted that Hull*a discussion of the two 
intervening variable* IE and SIR, in his first and later 
volumes are essentially the same. They ©re presented in 
different form but the underlying meanings and explanations 
remain the same. Recent investigators in the field have 
mentioned this fact. They feel that even though Hull’s 
systematic formulations have been revised and elaborated
m  ssMgUala st£ 1 gfajoaae and & m &i Isb: szeigi, these
more recent publications have left th# theory of extinction

4Clark L, Hull, A Behavior System {New Haven: Xale
University Press, 1952771SpT^CTo ,



essentially unaltered*® Consequently, since it Is the the
ory of extinction that is relevant to IR and SIR and since 
this theory is essentially unaltered from the first formula
tion, all later discussion of these intervening variables 
shall be based upon the more familiar Principles of Behavior.

The preceding discussion has presented the definition 
of reactive inhibition and conditioned inhibition as use 
originally conceived by the author and originator of these 
Intervening variables and in the theoretical framework in 
which they were expressed* As so frequently happens in 
psychological science* however* it is not with the origins* 
tor that most of the experimental work has been undertaken 
In the effort to confirm or disprove a concept or theory* 
the present work is a case in point* Though Hull formulated 
his theory in such a manner that It is possible to arrive by 
deduction at hypotheses ' capable of being experimentally in* 
vestige ted, he actually did little experimental work himself 
pertaining te-hls inhibitory constructs* Consequently* it 
is to his students and other Investigators that one must 
turn in order to see how the Hullian concepts have withstood 
the experimental onslaught* This is particularly true with 
IE and SIR* Hull gave the theoretical formulation but it 
was other® who tested and explored the ramifications involved 
in these variables*

^H* Clietman, J. H&ehmi&s, and U* laser, Hfhe S~R 
Reinforcement Theory of Extinction,* rsvohoi. Rev. 61? 24, 
January, 1954*
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Although Hull has do fined IE and SIR fully and clear
ly, hie discussion is not adequate enough to arrive at the 
problem that this study has attempted to answer* It is nec
essary to define and explain more completely both IR and ill 
in order to develop th® problems that are inherent in these , 
concepts in their original formulation* Consequently* one 
has to delve into the experimental and theoretical works of 
other psychological investigators to obtain a balanced per* 
speotlve of th© experimental state of these intervening var
iables* Both IR and SIR then* will be discussed separately 
and in detail*

Of the two intervening variables being eonsldered in 
this study, IB is the less troublesome and its functions are 
more clearly defined and understood* Two experimenters think 
that IE can be likened to a negative drive state* It accum
ulates during work, depresses performance, and dissipates 
spontaneously during rest* Reactive Inhibition is thus re
garded as a response-produced drive state for which the goal

6response is resting* on© can say in general * furthermore, 
that the- more effortful the behavior In which an organism 
has been engaged, the greater will be th© amount of IR pres
ent, and consequently, the greater the need to cease activity* 
This effortfulness is dependent upon the physical energy re
quired to perform-the tgsk, and the length of time the organism
■IlMllilW.lililt.l.il̂liM̂ liWllBlllllliHliinimiH ii II   Ill I 1— r~

6J. A* Starkweather, and 0, P. Duncan, *A Test for 
Conditioned Inhibition in Motor Learning," £. g£&. £g2Sl>Pl»47j351, May, 1954.



has been forced to work without rest* Though possibly other 
factors m y  be involved, the energy expended and the length 
of time required have received the most experimental atten
tion and are considered primary in importance*

Reactive inhibition has also been thought of as analo
gous to fatigue* it is this fatigue that accumulates during, 
work and depresses perform, nee * During rest, this fatigue 
will dissipate or decay and will result In a recovery from 
the effects of practice which are detrimental to performance* 
This IR or fatigue-like state composes part of th© total 
inhibitory potential (il) which! when subtracted from the 
.reaction potential (SEE), determines the effective reaction 
potential (SEE) or the reaction potential available for the 
evocation of action*

In summary. III Is determined, In part at least,, by 
several things* Reactive Inhibition is hypothesised to be 
a function of the number of response evocations and the amount 
of effort Involved in the response* The amount developed 
accumulates and the greater the amount present, the greater 
will be the tendency not to make that response In the future* 
After a passage of time since the last response was made IR 
dissipates and Is consequently reduced*

The hypothesis that IE la a function of the number of 
response evocations has been experimentally tested and veri
fied by several independent investigations * Siegel designed 
an experiment in which subjects (Ss) could use either of two
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switches to turn off a light bulb-which was controlled by 
th© experimenter (r.) • In order to tost that IR is a func
tion of number of response evocations and that greater amount® 
of IB present will result in a tendency to not make the re
sponse generating the IR* Siegel had 8* turn the light off 
with only the switch controlled by the 8** right hand* th#
8* were placed In group® so that the practice of using the 
right hand to turn off the light varied from 0 to 160 trials* 
After a period of practice the 8® were told that they could 
turn off the light with either switch# The.results demon
strated that as prior exercise in the right hand reaction 
increased* th© frequency of oecurr&nee Of the left hand re- 
©ponce Increased* The result® were- Interpreted In a man
ner that verified Hull*® formulation of IB as expressed in 
postulate 8, pari® a and b, That is, the Ss who practiced 
with their- right hand were building up IB to the right hand 
response* The more practiced the S© were with their right 
band, the more was the Inhibition accumulated and consequent
ly the greater the tendency not to repeat the same response. 
2®aaan and House found essentially the same result® using 
ratm and a T-masse • Their conclusion was that when a response
is given there is built up an Inhibition to, that response

8and thus a tendency not to give the same response#
Txirirrnvirrh-r n rttpmrr— “rtrr~

*Wml 3* Siegel, "Reactive Inhibition as a function of 
■Humber of Response Woe&tion®,* £. Bxn* FsycMI* 411604*408:, October, 1950*8D. Seaman, and Betty «I. House, "The Orowth and Decay 
of Reactive Inhibition a© Measured by Alternation Behavior,w 
£« MB* 2SZS&£L* 411186, March, 1951*
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Another atudy utilised an additional motor task (Minne
sota. Hate of Manipulation Tmt) to determine the of feet of 
work and rest of IE and subsequently on th® rate of learn
ing* The Em of this investigation varied the work and reet 
lengths in which th® 3b were required to operate# It m ®  
found that those m  who tod to work the longest length Of : 
tlme were significantly poorer In learning the motor task#
The authors concluded that the ^performance difference is

Qa function of the length of the work period*” The infer*
once was mads that the longer a a worked* the more effort
was required to perform* and consequently* the greater amount
of IE generated* fimm results were further confirmed by
Kimble using the-alphabet printing task as described by 

10Kl&ntsle* ■ Generally th® conclusion Kimble reached was 
”& longer practice period or a shorter inter-trial rest 
period* or both* reduced the level of performance*”
Either condition was seen as conducive to generating and/or 
not dissipating the amount of IR accumulated* The conclusion 
suggested by these studies is that amount of XH generated 
is a function of effort involved in making a response*

% .  A* Kimble* and E« A.* Bilodeau* “Work and Best as 
Variable© In cyclical Motor Learning** J* Ito* Psychol* 
39*157* April, 19^9.

10Mary J, Klentzle, "Properties of Learnlne Curves 
Under Varied Distributions of Practice»H £. Exo. Psychol. 
36x189, April. 19*6.

A. Kimble, "A Further Analysis of the variables 
in Cyclical Motor Learning," £. gja* iMS&Si* 39:335, June, 
19*9.
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Another characteristic of IE is that It dissipates 
as a decap function of tine, Ac a result, the rate of ac
cumulation of IE In greater not only for larger amounts of 
work (W) hut also for smaller values of time or inter*irial 
rest intervals, This hypothesis m ®  experimentally invest!* 
gated in a study attempting to test th# validity of some 
theorems deduced from Hull1# postulates 8 and 9* In this 
study Montgomery used forty*five albino rats that were 
assigned randomly to three different levels of work and 
lengths of Inter*trial rest Intervals, Using response 
latency as the dependent variable, It m s  found that re*
eponse latency was an Increasing function of vork and a

12decreasing function of Inter*trial interval* that is,
the longer the inter*trial Interval, the less the response 
latency, and, therefore:, the better the performance„ Dur
ing the longer inter-trial intervale, greater amount© of 
IE were dissipated and thereby confirms the prediction that 
.IE I© greater for smaller value© of time or Inter-trial rest 
Intervals, The result© of all the preceding studies seem
to warrant the suggestion that IE does develop and function

13In the manner 'hypothesised by Hull.*' These studies give 
empirical reinforcement to the theory that IE accumulates 
as a function of vofk, depresses performance, Inhibits the

^Kay c. Montgomery, wAm Experimental Investigation of 
Reactive Inhibition 'and Conditioned Inhibition,rt £, Ex p« 
EaiSM.* ^1*50, January, 1951.

13of. Hull, 1943, ig£, £1^,
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response tendency that gives rise to IR* and dissipates with 
the passage of time*

Conditioned inhibitIon (SIR) Is the second Intervening 
variable that contributes to the total inhibitory aggregate 
(IR) formulated by Hull and described by the equation !r S 
IR 1 SIR* Since this investigation Is primarily interested 
in the o&mrer in which SIR develop®s it will be both desir
able and necessary to elaborate upon the concept in order 
to obtain an understanding of its functions, determiners, 
and properties* .

As viewed by Hull, IR may be regarded as. essentially 
a need to cease action; If this is so* it follows that any
thing which reduces this need should serve as a reinforcing 
state of affairs* ”Since the cessation of action*** writes 
Hull, "reduces the afferent proprioceptive impulses genes** 
ated by it In the presence of th® inhibitory condition* par
ticularly when many responses have generated a considerable 
amount of inhibition* it comes about that the cessation of 
action* rather than action* becomes conditioned to whatever 
stimuli may be present* In this way we find a plausible
explanation of conditioned Inhibition (SIR) and of the stim-

*14ulus general!action of extinction effects*" As specified 
by Hull then* SIR is defined as a habit of resting for which 
the drive is IR and the reinforcement is rest.

Conditioned inhibition* like IR, depresses performance *

l4Ibia. p. 298.
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but a® a habit It does not dissipate spontaneously over nest. 
It is a resting habit which is acquired because resting be
havior Is reinforced by the reduction of IR# The drive, IR, 
either produces, is accompanied by or is identifiable with 
drive stimuli which are unconditioned stimuli. When these 
acquire a certain strength, as a result of prolonged effort#, 
ful behavior, and unconditioned resting response is elicited, 
This unconditioned resting in a sense provides Its own rein* 
forewent since the decay of jr occurs as a result of It* 
Kimble suggests then, "from the principles of conditioning,
it follows that stimuli . surrounding the subject will come

*15to evoke the resting response Independently * ” This con
ditioned resting tendency I® SIR#

Conditioned inhibition has two properties that have 
been Investigated ■experimentally, Being a habit, SIR should 
increase as a negatively accelerated function of practice* 
its a condition response* it will mot be acquired in the. ab* 
sense of an unconditioned, stimulus strong enough to elicit 
the unconditioned response. That Is, IR has to attain a 
minimal value great enough to force the resting response 
for SIM to develop, Kimble undertook am experiment using 
4?4 as in an attempt to verify the two properties of SIR 
stated above* The results of the experiment supported the 
conjectures that IB does have to attain a minimal value for

*%* A* Kimble, "Berferm&nc© and Reminiscence in Motor Learning a© a Function of the Degree of Distribution of 
?raatioe,B £« IHSMI* 39*501, August, 1949.
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SIR to develop and that SIR does Increase as a negatively 
accelerated function of practice An independent and ad
ditional investigation by Kimble and Shatel confirmed further 
Hull*s idea that SIR is a habit and should develop in the 
same manner as other habits, that ls9 in a negatively accel
erated fashion.*^ Additionally, SIR being a habit will in
crease like any learned tendency with the number of reinforce
ments which is, in this case, rest. This was confirmed in

i fkan experimental study by Berlyne. °
With a relatively complete background and explanation 

of the two intervening variables IR and SIR, it is now pos
sible to discuss the problem that this study is directly 
interested. Previous discussion of IR and SIR has tended 
to be relatively broad in scope. To narrow this scope and 
to limit the problems that these intervening variables evoke 
is a necessity to enable the present writer to present the 
main problem of this study— the manner in which SIR develops.

The exact manner in which SIR develops is a subject of 
experimental and theoretical controversy. The principal in
vestigatory work has centered on Hullts theory as he orig
inally stated it and on Kimblefs revision and extension of

% .  A. Kimble, "An Experimental Test of a Two-Factor 
Theory of Inhibition," J. Exp. Psychol* 39:23, February, 1949.

W 0. A. Kimble, and R. B. Shatel, "The Relationship Between Two Kinds of Inhibition and the Amount of Practice."
J. Ex p* Psychol. 44:35#, November, 1952.

1#D. E. Berlyne, "Attention to Change,11 Brit. J. Psychol. 
42;275, August, 1951. ~
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the original formulation. Discussion of these two view**
points will enable this author to state the problem of this 
thesis in a formal manner*

Hull** theory on th# manner In which SIB developed 
m j  be stated somewhat as follows? Bine# SIB is a habit*
It can show only one type of development* It. must be a 
positive growth function of the number of relnforaementa# 
which is rest* Reactive inhibition# by contrast# is a drive. 
this would suggest that# m  the organism goes on working 
without rest# the amount of IB might be expected to accu
mulate as some increasing function of the amount of effort 
previously expended* According to this formulation then# 
in a ■sufficiently difficult task IB accumulates to a level 
that rt forces** rest# a state not unlike exhaustion*

Kimble suggests that th© above formulation of Hull1# 
is tenable if an organism can be induced to work a long 
period with no rest whatever* fa Kimble this Is unlikely* 
Kimble theorises sine# IE is a drive It is reasonable to 
suppose that th# accumulation of a certain critical amount 
will automatically produce resting.# fhls automatic resting' 
to which Kimble refers Is interpreted by Archer and Bourn# 
as indicating that It is conceivable that the organism might
emit a resting response while In the met of performing# that

19Is# would per fora very slowly* What this means Is when IB

J * Archer# and L* E* Bourne# Jr*t ^Inverted-Alpha-bet Printing a® a function of Intertrial Best and Sex#" £• 
®EB* Psychol* 52i33£# November, 1956*



reaches a certain critical level it induces an automatic 
resting response though not necessarily complete cessation 
of activity. When this happens, the amount of IR will de
crease as a function of the length of the period of inac
tivity and of the amount of IR present prior to the rest. 
Kimble writes^presumably, once IR is reduced to below the 
critical level, the organism driven by motivation to per
form the task at hand will resume work and continue work
ing until the critical level of IR is reached again. Then
it will rest, reducing IR; start work again, increasing IR 

20and so on.* It is to be remembered this may all take place 
while the organism is responding; it does not require com
plete cessation of activity.

This formulation of Kimblefs theory has been graphi
cally portrayed by Ellis and is reproduced below.

critical level

© c u o
.  ***O «rt 

JO <P *H High effort 
low effort

Time Working
Fig. 1. Theoretical generation of IR at two conditions of task effort as theorised by Kimble.21

20Kimble, oj>. cit.« p. 16.
21D. S. Ellis, inhibition Theory and the Effort Vari

able ,* Psychol. Rev. 60:366, November, 1953.
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tfh&t this figure stows la that Kimble assumes Ss in the var*
loua effort conditions (I*#*, high and low effort) allot the
came amount of energy to the task at hand* Further, figure
I sketches the development of IR at two conditions of effort
under his modified theory* If om  considers the ewf§ for
tto low of fort condition one can see that as responses are
evoked, Hi cumulates until the critical level is reached*
When the amount cumulated reaches this level, th# organism
stops work, and IE dlsslpaica* Alter sufficient IR has die*
sipatod, the organism starts work again and the cycle is
repeated* fto curve for the high effort condition portrays
the same sequence of events,

Figure 1 also permits some comment concerning th#
effects of effort on SIR* Ellis interprets Kimble by say*
lng in Kimble1 a theory It Is the resting responses pictured
which develop SIR*. Figure 1 shows that both effort condi~
tion# have identical amounts of IE present when rest is
taken* fhle would not produce differential amounts of 3XR
at th# two conditions*: However, figure I does point up the
possibility that th# conditions might differ In th# number
of resting responses made* nfhls could produce a difference
In SIR*' the condition which the greater number of reetlmg

PS*responses should develop the most SIR*’ What this means 
Is that according to the theory advanced by Kimble, ih under 
the high effort condition will reach the critical level more

aa£S&«* P- 389.
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often than in the low effort condition* This results in 
some kind of a renting response, but, at pointed m t  pro** 
Timely, not neeeeearily complete cessation of activity* 
fonteouently, St operatic under a high effort condition 
will be snaking more retting response© aiieiing the dissi
pation of IE and providing the reinforcing state of affair© 
necessary to condition the eea®e*wotfc ngposvt to stimuli 
present,, i*©*, ©lit*

In summary then, both lull and Kimble gay that the 
development of SIB 1© contingent upon the number or amount 
Of reinforcement present in a learning situation* lu11 
thinks that it 1© only the reinforcement or rest that 1© 
necessary for the development of SXE in this learning sit* 
uation* EimbXe, however, believe© that it 1© first neces
sary for IR to reach a certain critical level that in turn 
bring.© about a resting response of some type and it is these 
rests that serve as reinforcements for th® development of 
a IE* from the previous discussion it may be suggested that, 
on the one hand the two theorist®, are agreeing on what' 1® 
essential for the development of SIR, but on the other hand, 
they disagree with each other on th# way and method in which 
SIR is developed*

THE PROBLEM
fhe basic problem that this study attempts to answer 

revolves around the question of whether or not IR must reach 
a critical level to bring about a re©ting response that serves
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as reinforcement the development of SIB* this In turn 
tarings about the problem of what hind of rslnforcemant &#tu* 
ally generates SIB* Does SIS develop In the m m e r  hypothe
sised by Kimble where IR reaches some critical level that 
produces a resting response, where the IB aoousRilatsd will 
dissipate, ajid where the motivation present will eventually 
result in the orgsMem resuming the performwoe Involved in 
the particular task at hand? Or does SIR develop in the 
traditional Hullian theoretical manner in Which the. only 
state necessary for the generation of SIB is a reinforcing 
state of affairs,' or rest, and this generation of SIB Is 
quite independent of IE reaching any critical level?

Kimble undertook an experimental investigation to test
hie modified Hullian theory of Inhibition* He utilised five
experimental groups using the alphabet printing task* All
groups were given twenty-one .30 second trials with rest
pauses between trials being 0, 5$ 10, 13# and 50 seconds*
All groups except the 30 second group (the control group)
were given a ten minute rest between th# tOth and 2!ei trials*

>»
lie conclusion from this experiment m s  that only the massed 
practice group (0 second) indicated development of SIB.
Hie explanation wag somewhat as follows: the distributed
practice groups prevented IE from reaching the critical level 
for the development of OXR because of the dissipation of IE 
during the intermittent rest periods* She massed practice 
group* however, demanded continuous performance*- allowed IE'
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to tli© critical level* and Induced automatic m m ting*
therefore, it m e  the#© rests that served as relnfcreeffient 
for toe development of SIR*2*5 In a word, Klmble^s modifi- 
cation of Hull1 & theory m e  substantiated by the results of 
his experiment,

fhe conclusions .reached by 'liable in his escperlment 
suggest to the present Investigator* however* that Kimble 
overlooked or misinterpreted one Important point* Before 
toe performance on the last trial m m  measured (trial 21), 
toe massed practice group received a ten minute rest period* 
Kimble toereby felled to control for toe dissipation of IR 
during this rest and the consequent reinforcement provided 
for the generation of SIR* He has no m y  of knowing for 
certain how toe SIR he discovered developed*. That is* did 
this ill develop because of the critical level reached by 
IR and the consequent reinforcement received from automatic 
rest responses or did SIR result as a function of the rein
forcement received from toe ten minute rest intermit It 
Is felt by toe present author that to# results from Kimble*© 
study tend to suggest that he is unable to make any definite 
conclusions regarding the development of SIR and its place 
In HUlllan theory* Consequently* it is this investigator * s 
reasoning that an experiment is needed to control for the 
possibility of automatic resting responses to determine to# 
importance of rest period© (controlled) for conditioned in
hibition*

®%lable* op,* cl.t»* p. 509*«p»(p(wppp»- _ ■*
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Keeping la aiad the preceding discussion pertaining 
to Hull's and Kiafole's theorizing concerning the develop* 
meat of SIR the following hypothesis Is advanced. if in 
a meter situation perfomaaee le held constant so as to 
prevent automatic vesting responses from taking place and 
the only reinforcements allowed are well defined and eon* 

inuM j m  r>e:rio&B* than M&ftOMB &QW®**vP!PI mif w  wohf jyf'PP m iŴ pr’lwwww!* ŵ sHRPflMlk mrwWm pfc’ppriwfr ##*i|||rwviiFipN» WwWP «> 'wp l,J

sie SwsldissBiiS will tot fomid to dMXMM&ftft %&&&» 
lug support to Hull's theory,

A secondary hypothesis ean he derived and deduced 
from the shove primary hypothesis* If there are two dif
ferent conditions in Which automatic resting is controlled 
Inti irtMMi UJ1B&©** a m  cson&itlam rooulrM 001*#
effort in performing the ta«kv then that performance re
quiring the more effort will demonstrate greater amounts 
Of SIR because of the greater amount of IR that Is developed 
as a function of the more effortful behavior involved in 
wtsklag ih& s*&0p0&8e«
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MEffiOD

She sain function of this ehapier of the thesis is

*i«jt wB. MU, stt̂ m U m .̂ ^'̂ tH i'Itt ^4kSMtt f l lr t tK i ik .  ' OMb-abfetilBb̂ kiÔ dUi JSk \#|fci tO^Mtlt *Jlfctl̂ ll*i jttO' J | | j k  djlfĉ bB ^ISb'ftfci^n. djfet 'tfkdtalfefc lieLmSrwBm W  ipef&fj Hit M N M M I  HIT pllplllg ® l i  lllM w l  
INilMS2l% t0 thS iMI^lMMNtol ®»Bd th# If&S U©©<l te
test tho hypotheses*

I* 30BJECTS#» qf' 3p̂wi(|̂oljp-oPrTllF mm.'Wfm

ft# iitilij©#te w#s*$j f¥f*ly TOlts-tili#®2* steiSwsliS frti 4tMi 
Municipal University of Ooaha* the ea&y eriterion oti3.ised 
la tho aolootlon of 3b m m  that they IMS to to students of 
tho uuiTM'sityi Be effort woo snds to oontrol for tho grade,
ijfc. 4 *  *Mk-<MiL#fefk '<4 «kt skte # &  d t , M i W  J k i k ^ i t  ttdMNfe-lbfeAl 'j& k #91 4lMbdHt4NSPj| Ww tmm BMW® %% wBm mmmmmm wmfmm Tr&r%l*PJLfl HQRIxa M?Vw
no affoet on the a&gnitude Of 'the dependent variable*

xx*' A m m x o s
She apparatus employed woe a tapping board, o stylus 

Mi4h a sttel Bolnto n m v 99&<hp thut MtBanst# n l «
on the tapping board with the natal point of the stylus, a 
fM&NMMii* SBd a 9tet> wteli# ft# te&Bl&f* iwvd* 
and oountor were eleetrleally aonneoted to provide a emmfc 
of the TBimber of tapping roeponses wade by the 3s« these 
tapping response# served a# measures of the dependent vari
able*
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To test tli* importance of controlled rest periods or 
level of IE needed for the development of SIR, this exper
iment involved three primary components; 1) performance 
measurements obtained pertaining to S's effective reaction 
potential (gift), 2) a means to force behavior at a speci
fied rate to eliminate automatic resting responses, and 
3) rest periods to serve as reinforcements for generating 
SIR#

ft# experiment employed tee groups* Each group con
tained twenty Ss. The first volunteer S m s  randomly 
assigned to em  of the groups and each following s m s  
alternately placed in one of the two groups. One-half of 
the 0s were enrolled during the second semester of the 
1961-1962 school year and one-half were obtained from stu
dents enrolled in the 1962 summer session#

The experiment m s  performed in three different 
assigned classrooms varying in site, color, ana lighting#
The circumstances involved in room availability made this 
arrangement necessary. Since these rooms were available 
at different hours and times for different days it m s  not 
possible to test an equal number of 3* in each room. Two 
variables that may have confounded with the independent 
variable (rate of forced tapping) making the dependent vari
able not free from Irrelevant influences were, however, con- 
trolled. These controlled variables were table height upon 
which the apparatus was placed and chair height. At the
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loginning of ©aoh experimental trial the apparatus m e  placed 
at the same location of the table*

Each $*& teat trial© consisted of four six**minute teat 
periods separated from each other by five minute rest inter** 
vals* An additional thirty second test trial m s  administered 
after the rest interval following the fourth six~minute test 
trial* Each six minute test trial m s  composed as follows s 
a thirty second period that required the B to make m  'mnf 
tapping responses a© possible on the tapping 'board "with.the' 
stylusi that is, the 0 m s  to^res^nd. at his own pace (W)i 
a five minute interval of forecd-paee (FF) tapping response 
where the B m s  required to respond at a certain pace by 
tapping in time with the clicks of the metronome j a second 
thirty-second test trial mere the $ responded at his own 
pace (OF)* After the fourth rest interval an additional, 
thirty second test trial of own pace (OP) response m s  pre
sented,

IT*. FRO0EBOBE 
The procedure' used to- gather data m s  as follows*' A 

tapping board, stylus, and counter were employed to obtain. 
performance measures pertaining to number of tapping respon
ses made* These performance measures were recorded on the 
E1© data collection sheet* A metronome m s  utilised to force 
the rate of response and prevent automatic resting* A stop 
mtoh m s  used as an ©id for the giving of instructions at 
different stages during the test trials*
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The procedure was undertaken by the two groups, one 
whose forced pace Interval was considerably faster than the 
other group. The two groups were labeled the foreed-pace 
dew group and toe foreed-pace foot group. The foreed-pace 
slow grow was required to respond on the tapping board 144 
tines a minute during toe five minute forced pace Interval 
of their test trials. This was achieved by setting the met
ronome at 144 and requiring Se to tap in time with each click 
made by the metronome. The foreed-pace fast group responded 
to toe metronome setting of 134 beats per minute. The forced 
pace and metronome controlled for an automatic resting and 
cheeked the hypothesis that more effortful behavior results 
in more 18 and thus. Sift. Tbs design and the procedure of 
the experiment is shown schematically in figure 2* The first 
six-minute trial was presented as a practice trial and was 
not included In any of the statistical analyses.

Tig. 2. The design and procedure used in toe experiment in this study. The design was the same for both the foreed- pace slow (FPS) and the foreed-pace fast (TPT) groups. The 
only difference between the groups consisted of different rates of response required during the 5 min. forced pace (FT) Intervale— the forced pace (FT) rate for the foreed-pace slow (FPS) group was 144 beats per min. and 184 for the foreed- 
pace fast (FPF) group* The own pace (OF) trials were 30 see* long. Best intervals (R) between trials were 5 min. long.

R R
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Uie m  m m  individually to the tasting root a M  ion
seated im front of the table that held the apparatus* fhelr 
i»t3f»uatiaas were a© fMUewat

this la am experiment designed to exMlae 
©am eapeete of meter behawior* Before w a f you M i  * tapping beard# a stylus (the pemol-Ulike 
object) * a mtrosMMft# and aw* here by me a counter that mmr6m the number of eonfteets p m  sake m  the tapping I m i  with the stylus*

Itotlee that atam you tap the trass plates on the tapping board with the seta! point of the stylus an elestrieel em&aet la made and la m*»©or&ed on the counter* Basically then* this 
experiment deals with the msibor of tapping responses you wake*

Held the stylus in your writing hand as 
too would bold a peas!!* Hour task when 1 say T* start* la to first tap tha loft tease plat©
©nos# then the right plat© moo* th@ loft ones#«nd so on# oltafnattag'm rapidly m  you m m  
tm  are to eomiimte this alternating tapping 

n%mp in time** A4 this time the m i l  m  going ami you w o  to tap# still alternating Soft# right# loft# right, ant so on* in time with it* fhia period will 
ho fim minutes long* Wm are to eomtinoo thlo 
Hn  time11 hehairlor with tho metronome until 1 
say *#Mft m  aea#* at which time you w ©  to tap again a©, rapidly m  fm m m  otlll «dtornotlng loft# right# loft# right* thorn I say "atop*
©ease ootlwitf# i© owofUl always to tap the
f la too and not elide from one to the other* fber I M y  ^atop11 you will ho giwen a fiwe minute m m  period* Are there a w  (suestions 
e© far?

Remember now# your task' Is to tap in an alternate .fashion peimg left# right# left# right* 
tm will first to this tapping as rapidly as you 
m m  then you will tap in time with the mtrcmni and finally p m  win lap ea rapidly as you oan again* tm  will then he giwoa a fiwo minute rest*Ale procedure will he repeated m m m t  times*
Be p m  haws any questions? Any other ouestiona p m  may haws mil he answered at the conclusion or the ©^perimsnt *
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Oaring the wet tntervale E engaged in casual conver
sation with the Sa to prevent possible rehearsal and prac
tice of the task. No reference pertaining to the nature 
of the experiment was permitted during this conversation* 

After all the data were collectedt mean performance 
was determined for each of the thirty second trial® and 
plotted on a graph* Analysis of variance technique and 
orthogonal polynomials were utilised in the statistical 
analysis to test the hypotheses under consideration# the 
conclusions were based on the findings of this statistical 
analysis*



CHAPTER XXX

RESULTS
The purpose of this ehapter io to present as oonoisely 

as possible tbs data relevant to tbs hypotheses under tost, 
Dissuasion of ths interpretation and tbs significance of 
thsss results will be postponed until the next ehaptsr.

Ths mean number of responses fop the foreed-paoe slow 
and fast groups Is presented in TsbXe I, that is* tbs mean 
level of performance of eaeh group's so tapping as rapidly 
as possible. The numbers In this table are tbs mean perfor
mance msasursments attained In the thirty seoond periods 
that sere separated teon eaeh other by ths five minute In* 
terval of foroed paelng~ths rested and unrested periods 
respectively.

TIBIE X
KEAN NUMBER OF RESPONSES, BY GROUPS,PERTAINING TO TRIALS INVOLVX!® RAPID-AS-P08SIB1E PERFORMANCE

Poroed*paoe slow group

1HEmpMkafflfel.

TRIALa
m t

3 notrested t*eitled.

4

140*00 132.90 146.15 136.25 146.15 140.23 150.90

133.15 120.85 137.50 129.40 137.75 125.45 141.25
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It should he recalled that eaeh trial m s  separated 
toy a five minute rest interval* trial four consisted only 
of a thirty second rested period In whleh the 3s performed 
as rapidly as they eeuld* omitted from the table are the 
results obtained from 'the six minute prsetiee session* 
these practice results were excluded because they were 
not used in any of the statistical analyses and because 
it was assumed that they did not represent reliable per* 
formanoe measures* This six minute prsetiee trial was 
exactly like the others and was separated from the first 
trial in fable I by a regular flee minute rest Interval. 
The is were unaware that their performance during the 
rested and unrested periods in the practice trial was not 
considered a regular test trial*

Table I contains the figures that are relevant to 
this investigation’s primary hypothesis dealing with the 
development of SIR corresponding to the theory advanced 
by mil* By way of summery* the primary hypothesis pre
dicts that the performance measures for the rested periods 
wiH display a decline In performance due to the rein* 
foreeoent obtained as a result of the dissipation of XR 
during the rest interval. This reinforcement is hypothe
sised to generate SIR and the SIR in turn creates the 
decrement in performance.

The means in question are portrayed graphically 
in figure 3 on the next page.
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Fig. 3* Mean number of responses performed as 
rapidly as possible by the Ss in eaeh group, Thee* performance measures far eaeh trial took pises iraaedl- ately after a 5 minute rest interval and represented rested performance *

The hypothesis predieted a decreasing number of reepon* 
see after eaeh rest Interval, inspeotion of Figure 3* however, 
clearly demonstrates that the general tendency Is exactly 
opposite to that hypothesised* Instead of a generally de
clining performance curve indicative of the presence of SIR, 
the performance curve Illustrates a tendency to rim* Worn 
the Information present in both Table I ana Figure 3, the 
oonelueion must be drawn that the primary hypothesis has 
failed to be confirmed.

A phenomenon that Table 1 and Figure 3 also demon
strate is the consistent 'Superiority of the foreed-paoe slow 
group over the foreed-paoe fast group. Ale, in part, may 
be relevant to the second hypothesis advanced In this study, 
this secondary hypothesis is that one can
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degree of SIR development In the foreed-paoe fast group 
because of the linger amount of IR gsnof&tid toy mom 
ful behavior. However, sinoo no svidenee of SIR was found 
this secondary hypothesis Is partially dleproven, there 
reaalna though, tho possibility that tho foreed-pace slew 
group is superior to tho foreed-pace fast group toeo&use the 
latter has 'developed more SIR tout not in the manner origin
ally hypothesised, ainee Table I and Figure 3 mprsoent 
rested performance* IR should toe dissipated during the pre- 
eeding rest intervals and any dlffsrenoe between tho too 
groups m y  be dee to the depressing offset of SIRpresent 
but not evident*

EwQ IPPBP&JI tm AnBRfttPQNa« WPS* W9aMt% JriM*
volves around the primary hypothesis. Although It has been 
shown that no SIR development as hypothesised was indicated, 
it must toe determined if there is a elgnlfioant dlffsrenoe 
between the perforaBnoo measures found* If e significant 
dlffsrenoe is found it must be interpreted. The second 
question pertains to the' secondary hypothesis. Sines it 
was demonstrated that the foraed-paee slow group was con
sistently superior in to the foreed-pace fast
group, it is desirable to test tbs elgnifioanoe the dif
ferent peeing had on performance. If a elgnlfioant dif
ference le obtained a conjecture could legitimately be 
advanced that cone type of inhibition has developed to a 
greater extent in the foreed-pace fast group resulting In
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to adequately answer the two questions raised in the 
preceding paragraph vrt.ll require a statistical technique 
that determines over-all significance of the perforraanee 
measures that comprise the raw data of the experiment. A 
Statistical procedure that readily lends itself to such a 
task exists in the analysis of variance technique, fable II 
summarises the results obtained by applying the analysis of 
variaaoe procedure. Shis tabl* is on the next page.

She between-triala row in Sable II is directly con
cerned with the primary hypothesis. A significant differ
ence is demonstrated aa one oospores trials with performance. 
The significant difference# however, is inveree to the pro- 
dieted expectation. This test only indicates that there is 
a significant difference involved in the seven performance 
swans presented in Table z. it is necessary then to dis
cover exactly where the differences found are located. This 
ean be accomplished by breaking down the between-trials 
source into various components and comparing toe Individual 
segments. This procedure discovered that the four rested 
performance measures differed significantly from the throe 
unrested measures. In addition to this* within each too 
rested and unrooted periods* it was found that only the 
linear component contributed anything to toe significance 
of the difference found# Since rested and unrested perfor
mance measures both indicate a rise in performance, it may
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be eonolxided that It 1b this rise In performance that con
tributes significantly to the differences discovered.

To obtain information that le pertinent to the 
eeeond hypothesis, one needs to inepeet both the between- 
paoes and toe interaction-between-pacee-and-trials rows In 
Table 11* The between-peees row demonstrates that the wer* 
all mean performance between the two groups does not differ 
significantly.

The interaction-between-paeee-and-trials row testa 
the null hypothesis that the difference in swan performance 
through test periods between the two groups Is equal* That 
it, toe performance curves in figure 3 will remain toe sane 
distance from and parallel to eaeh other aid will not eon- 

or diverge* This null hypothesis was not rejected 
suggesting the different paces did not* to any significant 
degree, result in differential performance. Since it was 
predicted that the foreed-pace fast group would build up 
more IR and consequently show inferior performance as com
pared to the foreed-pace slow group, toe failure to find 
significant differences eliminates the seeond hypothesis* 
toe differenoe in performance between the two groups that 
is demonstrated In Table X and figure 3, even though insig
nificant, will demand an explanation and will be attempted 
in the next chapter, toe last significant difference that 
commands attention is the between-lndivlduals-withln-paee- 
groups row of Table XX. This demonstrates merely that the vari
ous ss within eaeh pace group displayed individual differences in
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their ability to make tapping responses* Shis m s  not ui»> 
expected as individual differenoes in motor ability la a 
relatively universal phenomenon* fhie finding bad as pri
mary importance to the hypotheses under teat*

fits remaining task ia to attempt an explanation Of 
the results obtained in this experiment* Here specifi
cally, the significant linear rise in

* St We* e—ekeadb-JAijSI a**—*SII * * imi*!* at wiiSt ̂  Sdt mm toiim* S’ ** ft ** tu* umae***—k— dĥ eJtdtm ^W Bwn %li8 mwm uWrw&%wu. p&WXQQB fwfflS 1*0 %m »OOCh^«©u
for m  §m% %b» eonetelont Mpit&wMjr of th« t wm&»p&m 
§3*tr group w®r th» fox^Mbpnoo fa«t gitoup*



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION AND W W W l *

To reiterate* the primary hypothnele of this study 
predieted that performance, after rest* would decrease due 
to the development of SIR* this sir would develop as a 
function of the dissipation of IR* and performance* after 
rest* would refleet reaction potential minus pure sir be
cause all the IR would be dissipated* In Bullion symbols 
what was predicted to obtain was 1®R s SER * SIR.8* That 
is* the effective reaction potential after rest would equal

SIR with no deoremental influences 
from IR present due to its dissipation over the met inter
val. This experiment* however* found performance increasing 
after rest and no in&ioation of SIR development* Moreover, 
it was discovered that this performance increase of tbs 
rested periods was further aeaespanied by a algnifleant 
increase In the unrested period© and m  m®b$ demands am 
explanation uhy*

A' plMmiblm explanation of the mpsrlMatal results 
la the poeelMlltf that the experiment represented a learns 
tug situation and use not a w m m  of obtaining performanoe 
XmmX* of Figure 3 demonstrates that a perform

^Kull# 1951* |fiS* site
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manee asymptote was not reached and the performance surras 
thus represented learning. If ibis wire the ease, habit 
(SHR) m s  increasing over the triale and masked the depress
ing effects of IR and SIR* Therefore, no direct conclusions 
are possible concerning Inhibition Mien learning is still
'taking plaes*

Referring to Table l, it sen be seen that a linear 
rise of performance la indicated for the unrested periods*
It ie also evident that the performance levels correspond
ing be the unvested periods display differences between the 
two groups* The speculation M m  be advanced that these dif
ferences between unrooted performance in toe feet and slow 
groups, though insignificant statistically, m y  indicate the 
differential development of inhibit ion— either IR, SIR, or 
both# This oould be so beoause performance during the un
rested period in any trial would mean that the organism had 
already performed through the rested period and toe five 
minute foreed-pace Interval* it would be expected that this 
performance would be aeeeopaaled by IR development. At toe 
time of the unvested period, the foreed-paoe fast group 
would have made more responses, developed more IR and demon
strated inferior performance.

The differential development of SIR in the unrested 
periods may be accounted for if the foroed-paoe interval is 
seen as a period in vhleh rest is possible. The rested period 
demanded the organism to respond at an optimal level of
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pwrformanoe while the foreed-pace interval waaeonelderably 
elower, fhlo change of topping pace nay have been restful 
for the Sa allowing for g o m diaalpation of jr and the gen
eration of SIR* Sinee eaeh topping, response during the 
forced-paoe interval nay be regarded as reinforcing, the 
foreed-paoe fast group would be receiving the greater 
amount of reinforcement allowing for larger development 
of SIR, This too, would result in inferior performance 
for the foreed-pace tost group and ooold account for the 
uniravi iwtweeii %n® group * usswstM peprormaiice •

S&ttmmm** between mted In the fast
ana slow group** again insignificant statletleallyt »y 
indicate differential dwelopaimi of am if it l* assumed 
all the IB was dissipated during tbs five minute root In* 
terwsl* Bull could say that this SIB developed in a tmmmr 
similar to that of the unreeled periods* 9bat 1*#. the 
foreed-pace late***! was actually a mlmtmmlm state of 
■affair* and induced sib dorolopmsfit# 81dm the feroed-paoe 
fast group would toe receiving m m  m l n f o m m m %%0 m m  sib 
would toe generated* again resulting lit poorer pmf&rmmm* 
Kimble could handle this development of SXB toy his critical 
threshold of IR* Soring tho tost trial* IB can too own to 
aooumilato* though at a slower rats during any foreed-pace 
Intsrsml* If ever tho critical threshold, is reached auto
matic resting takes place generating SIB* fhe more times 
the critical threshold is reached the m m  Bin Is developed*
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The foreed-paoe fast group would attain this erltloal thres
hold more frequently and would display Inferior performance 
on any rested period because of the SIR developed,

A further speculation is injected here to account why 
the differences found between the group's rested and unrooted 
periods did not reach statistical significance, inspection 
of table X and Figure 3 indicates that a difference between 
the groups clearly exists, the failure for this difference 
to reach statistical significance Is due to an artifact of 
the experiment, the analysis of variance used'demanded the 
error tore from the between»lndlviduals-.wlthin-pftce«grcwpe 
row of fable XX* This error term was so large that it made 
any comparison between paces Insensitive, This eould be 
controlled in future research by utilising the same sa in 
the two foroed-pace conditions.

Because the hypotheses of this investigation were not 
confirmed, it may be benefiolal to look at the experimental 
design and procedure used in order to see if there were in
herent weaknesses built Into the design. The design and pro
cedure used wae based on other experiments of like nature 
and was assumed to have strong empirical support*

The obvious place to look for possible design faults 
is the work and rest intervals uni. The decision to use 
six minute work periods and five minute rest intervals was 
based on a study involving motor learning that used the earns



work-rvet intervals*2® A similar investigation toy J&brike 
and Duncan also utilised six minute work periods*2^ Kimble 
used work-rest intervals of equal length.2? xn view of these 
studies* the six minute work and five minute rest Intervale 
used in the present experiment seems to have an adequate em» 
plrlc&l foundation* Furthermore, the five minute rest inter
vals were chosen on the assumption that that period of time 
would toe sufficient for the eomplete dissipation of IR to 
ooeur, Ammons found that dissipation of temporary wit 
decrement reaohes an approximate maximum after twenty minutes 
'rest* with about $0 per oent of this recovery taking plaee 
during the first two minutes of rest.2® One experimenter 
concluded that the dissipation of temporary inhibition is 

within ftir# alaalMwif®® utill# others found m  «?i* 
dcnc# of XR mrnintog after ten minutes re»t*3° As a result

®f£« Be Mwm&* $r» ifeMfcoy* and J* ywcor* <ir*# ̂HotarfPursuit p#rfowa**o# under Alternate Condition® of Mstrlbutcd 
and m m m &  fwmttm** & * BB» 'XU8&&&* 49*51# Ja*s»ry* 1955*

a# Ahxak#* and 0# Ft Punoan* *R#fflIntoo#neo and 
Forgetting to. Motor i m m l m  After attended Beat intervals** 
2 * I2ES* liSlkOjk* 52ft?4* gfovc&bcr# 1956*

^riisbl#* 1949# JH* cl,t* p* IS
2%U Be Ammona* *Ac*fclaitlcm  o f Motor skillt 11# 

Rotary Fureuit Performance w ith Continuous Practice Before 
M M f U r  a Stogl# R est** 2* S$&* £ i » M *  3?«410* October*
*PT

^K# He Demy* et# al#* loc* cits
-^Os H* Ortoe* and B* Reynold©* "Effcet o f Varying

AmmntB o f Heat on Conventional and B ila te ra l f m m f m  
♦Berniniscene#1 * *  £ * gap# jSXBbfil* 44:251$ October* 1952#



of tiOM investigations, the choice to use s five minute 
rest interval in the experiment of this study seems not an 
unreasonable decision* the casual conversation during the 
five minute Interval m s  permitted on the basis of the find* 
ing that rehearsal takes place during rest intervals and 
eould Inflate performance measures*®*' An early study pro* 
vlously undertaken to this investigation and using the same 
work-rest intervals, reinforced the ebolee of design used, 
fish results of this early study indicated a tendency for per* 
foraanee to decrease in the manner hypothesised. It m s  also 
beeause of this early study that a practise session m s  allowed 
to control for gross performance variability* It m s  assumed 
that one practise session would suffice because of the slaw 
plloity of the task involved. Inspection of Figure 3, how* 
ever, suggests that this m s  an erroneous assumption as the 
performance curves Illustrate a continuous rise with no indi
cation that an asymptotehas been attained.

The preceding discussion has implied that the results 
found in this study eould be due to variables Involved in 
the experimental design* There are some relatively minor 
issues additionally involved that may have contributed to 
the findings of this study* Them are pointed out to Ulus* 
trate the weaknesses involved in this experiment and to serve

®*R. K* sehucker, L. B. Stevens, ‘and D, 3* Ellis, "A 
Retest for Conditioned Inhibition in the Alphabet-Printing 
Task," £. Exp, Psychol. 46i97, August, 1953*
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as a guide for improvement in future research*
the most consplcious variable not controlled in this 

experiment was the lack of environmental uniformity where 
the Ss were tested* The actual Influence this had on the 
final results is indeterminate* It would be well to Insure 
an equal distribution of the sexes* This was not deemed 
particularly necessary for this experiment because Siegel 
reported no significant performance differences between males 
and females on a similar type of motor task.^2 For a motor 
skill situation, it is probable that Ss should be assigned 
to their respective experimental groups on a matched basis 
or, as previously pointed out, use the same 3s in each group* 
This would Insure groups of equal performance ability*
Finally, it appears that more practice trials are needed to 
make certain measures of performance obtained are not con
taminated with warm up or practice effects.

An Interesting similarity involving the results of 
this study that merits comment was discovered between the 
results of the present study as Illustrated in Figure 3 and 
the results obtained In an investigation undertaken by Kimble* 
Kimble presented performance curves comparing spaced practice 
and massed practice that strongly resembles the curves shown 
in Figure 3*33 This suggests that the findings in the

32P. 3* Siegel, and A* DsYampert, "Conditions of Human Variability•19 (Unpublished research) •
33Kimble, 0£. cit*, p. 19*
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present study may be du® to the d®gr®® of massing Involved 
even though this was not of primary concern in the original 
formulations* If on® considers the foreed-pace fast group 
as representing massed practice and the forc«d~pace slow 
group as distributed practice, the performance curves are 
compatible with Kimble's results* This implies that perhaps 
an important variable was not taken into consideration in 
the present study*

Before concluding this paper a brief review of the state 
of Bullion inhibition theory as it presently exists should 
be attempted* This theory has been valuable In inducing re
search activity and Interest in this area* The result of 
this empirical work has resulted in theoretical and experi
mental ferment and has created both opponents and proponents 
for Hullian inhibition theory*

One critic of Bull's formulation of inhibition is 
£* E* Hilgard* Hilgard*s criticism Is directed at the fact 
that Bull did not carry out the logical implications of his 
statement that IE is a negative drive state* As such, Hilgard 
argues that IR logically should subtract from drive {D) and, 
like drive, should Interact multipllcatively with habit 
strength (3HE). Hilgard ftirther suggests that, since SIR 
is a negative habit, it too should Interact multiplicatIvely 
with IR*34 Hilgard'a reformulation of the equation for net

34g. a* Hilgard, Theories of learning (Hew York: Appleton- Century-Crofts, 1956), p*Ijl*
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reaction potential (3Sfe) results in the following]
sEa - Q d-i r) x shrJ - (ih x sir)

to be contrasted with Hull1a
Slfe « (0 X SHE) - (IR * SIR}*
Osgood, another critic, thinks that if SIR is nothing

other than negative habit strength, it would seem sound to
SSsubtract SIR directly from habit strength (3HR)* Osgood’s 

reformulation would appear symbolically as: 
sSfe - (0.IK) X (3MR<*3XR}«
A revision suggested by Woodworth and Schlosberg^ is 

that inhibition should subtract from incentive motivation 
or what ffeill calls K* This incentive motivation (K) Is a 
function of the amount of reinforcement* This Is expressed 
thus:

SEE * (K-IR-3IR) X 0 X SHE.
These revised editions of Hull’s inhibition theory have 

not, however, escaped criticism* One reviewer states that 
most of the attempts to reformulate Hull’s theory have been 
the result of logical, or at times merely verbal, rather than 
empirical considerations and have avoided trouble by not 
attempting to relate the reformulations to empirical findings*^? 
This same author continues by stating that, Hull’s revisers

„35p. Ei „ s a l  3&22QL1& isBffiiaftBigl f W r t a g ;(Mew York: Oxford University Press, 19537# p* 349#
^ R. S. Woodworth, and H. Schlosberg. Experimental Psychology (Hew Tork: Henrjr Holt Co., 1954), p. 66s.
57a , r . Jensen, "On the Reformulation of Inhibition in 

Hull's System," Psychol. Bull. 53:274, July, 1961.
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have followed him In treating his Intervening variables as 
if they were real, independent quantities whose laws of 
interaction are Isomorphic with the rules of arithmetic and 
algebra*^ the same writer then summarises the whole prob
lem with:

From the foregoing considerations, • • • the conclusion to which we are forced regarding the 
attempted revisions of Hull*a theory Is not so much that these revisions are no improvement over Hull, but that it is futile to attempt to Improve upon Hull by mere juggling of his inter
vening variables* Bullion theory will not be Improved by continuing to work with the concepts of drive, habit, inhibition, etc* in exactly the 
same form they were given by Hull* The very building blocks of the theory, so to speak, are inadequate and no amount of recombining then in new ways is likely to result in any substantial advance in learning theory*39
There is one revision of Hull’s inhibition theory that 

is of a fundamentally different nature than the other revi
sions* This revision is the product of K* W* Spence and he 
has redefined inhibition and the Independent variables of 
which it is a function* Spencefs extinctive inhibition (Xn ) 
is a function only of the number of nonreinforced responses 
and is not a function of amount of effort or rate of respond
ing as is Hull’s IR* The inhibition due to delay of rein
forcement, (Xj.), is assumed to be based on the competing 
responses that are established during the delay of reinforce-

3gIbid.. p. 276. 
39jbid., p. 278.
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aent period or during extinction*^® Spence's inhibition 
does not Interact with other intervening variables but only 
subtracts from reaction potential. Spence then, assigns to 
his inhibition construct a more generic function than does 
Mull* Spence*s inhibition factor operates in any number of 
situations, in extinction and reinforcement, for example, 
and Its meaning can be changed to meet these various sltua- 
tlons by assigning different subscripts* Hull and Spence 
are theoretically similar, however, in equating effective 
reaction potential to Inhibition subtracted from reaction 
potential*

this review of the state of Hullian inhibition theory 
as it stands today leaves no definite clue to predict what 
the status of this theory will be in the future. Since 
this investigation applied inhibition theory to motor learn* 
ing, it seems apropos to present two different psychologist*s 
views concerning the usefulness of inhibition theory to 
motor learning* On** writer feels that the Hullian inhibi
tion postulates as they are used in motor learning do not 
even represent the same processes as found in extinction 
phenomena upon which inhibition theory is based* the 
other point of view, however, suggests that the divergent 
results found in motor studies can best be explained in

W. Spence, Behavior Theory and Conditioning (Hew 
Havens Tale University Press, i^oj, PP* 125-ISk andloj- 
164.

WJensen, 0£* cit* a p*
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terms of Hullian theory and that it la moat promising to lead 
to consistency and unity in theory.**2 This ia a representa
tive aampla of the degree of agreement found existingt not 
only regarding Hullian inhibition theory 9 but in almost any 
area of psychology*

SUMMARY

An experimental investigation utilising a simple motor 
task and involving forty is was undertaken to test Hull's 
theory of SIR development* the first hypothesis predicted 
that there would be a decrement in performance after each 
rest interval indicating development of SIR in the Hullian 
manner* The second hypothesis predicted that those 3s who 
were operating under more effortful behavior would demon
strate greater degrees of SIR because of more IB present* 
Analysis of variance technique and orthogonal polynomials 
were used to test these hypotheses* The statistical anal
yses failed to confirm either of the hypotheses* An attempt 
was made to interpret the results of the experiment* Weak 
points of the experimental design were noted and suggestions 
for improvement were advanced* A brief review of the pres
ent status of Hullian inhibition theory was presented*

W H, II. Wasserman, BA Unifying Theoretical Approach 
to Motor LearningPsychol* Rev* 59*233, July, 1952*
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RAW DATA FOR 

FORCED PACE FAST GROUP

SUBJECT TRIAL
F* 1 2 3 4

{ 1 117 55 145 73 144 78 118 82 89
2 132 85 100 99 135 110 140 87 160
3 160 101 141 118 147 147 117 127 123
4 93 a 68 68 58 68 86 85 85
5 133 135 188 143 177 173 168 181 158
6 H O 110 139 124 160 142 151 95 161
7 100 108 95 121 91 134 117 120 117
8 247 135 125 135 142 129 152 147 165
9 130 111 131 141 128 147 114 132 131
10 133 129 140 134 137 133 137 132 136
11 118 99 118 112 114 117 129 122 140
12 139 131 158 135 151 129 153 127 164
13 167 138 140 159 158 159 133 163 157
14 149 133 150 175 115 144 113 120 112
15 129 125 142 132 153 127 143 102 137
16 128 99 148 116 147 126 148 132 147
17 120 114 121 130 152 137 148 150 176
18 127 122 144 142 158 149 160 141 158
19 146 140 140 144 160 147 162 149 170
20 111 99 130 116 119 110 134 114 139

$Denotes practice trial which was not included in the static* tical analyses
Median age ** 22
Age range • 42 * IS
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RAW DATA FOR 

FORCED PACE SLOW GROUP

SUBJECT TRIAL
P'* 1 2 3 4

1 115 130 140 134 135 110 141 131 147
2 103 107 123 112 126 121 129 117 134
3 73 64 121 130 146 140 156 139 156
4 125 112 131 121 137 130 145 124 150
5 164 145 175 141 172 143 146 142 151
6 159 146 156 156 170 156 166 156 157
7 145 129 130 136 136 142 146 139 141
8 110 93 106 113 126 114 125 117 126
9 131 140 159 113 156 144 161 161 174
10 150 140 151 145 151 143 159 147 157
11 140 137 149 152 160 152 132 152 152
12 167 126 164 131 147 135 149 130 153
13 131 120 101 127 136 116 107 137 132
14 130 125 149 133 150 136 155 137 151
15 156 147 144 136 152 153 166 157 169
16 124 132 122 129 133 136 144 133 141
17 162 154 175 146 166 152 169 176 161
16 90 91 92 101 101 95 110 104 122
19 154 144 162 151 167 153 166 156 170
20 146 136 146 137 150 150 147 146 152

^Denotes practice trial which was not Included in the statistical analyses
Median age *» 22 Age range » 3 6 - 1 8
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